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The use of trade names in this document does not constitute an official endorsement or approval of the
use of such commercial hardware or software. Do not cite this document for the purpose of
advertisement.
CHANGES
Refer requests for all changes that affect this document to: Commander’s Planning Group, Cyber Center
of Excellence, 506 Chamberlain Avenue, Fort Gordon, GA 30905.
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FORWARD
The Cyber Center of Excellence (CCoE) has experienced tremendous
success over the past five years. The foundation to formally educate and
train the Army’s cyberspace and electronic warfare (EW) workforce is
advancing; new cyberspace, EW, and network capabilities are progressing
at a rapid pace; construction efforts are underway for our new modern
campus; and exceptional progress has been achieved in driving integrated
formations and capability through experimentation and demonstrations
such as the Expeditionary Signal Battalion – Enhanced, Multi-domain Task
Force ICEWS Detachments and EW Platoon prototypes.
Now is the time to maintain momentum and build on these foundational
accomplishments so they endure over time. Our responsibilities as the
Cyber, EW, and Signal force modernization proponent are becoming increasingly demanding as we work
to prepare our Army and the Joint force to win future wars, especially in and through the cyberspace
domain and electromagnetic spectrum (EMS).
Our Nation’s critical assets are increasingly vulnerable as both state and non-state adversaries continue
to build capability and leverage the very technologies that provided our force overmatch and
competitive advantages for decades. Acknowledging that we are fighting in increasingly contested and
complex domains, the Army’s senior leadership published Modernization Priorities for the United States
Army in October 2017 which stated – “Our Army must regain our overmatch and competitive advantage
against emerging threats, competitors, and adversaries.” In doing so, the Army is embarking on several
evolutionary initiatives to regain and maintain our competitive advantage in the cyberspace domain and
EMS. Acquisition reform, urgency in modernization, and introduction of the Multi-Domain Operations
Concept are just a few initiatives that will influence the CCoE’s actions over near and mid-term periods.
The CCoE Strategic Plan 2019 provides a renewed framework to modify the CCoE focus from establishing
a foundation to building capacity within the organization and across our Army. As we implement this
new strategy, I want to reinforce four simple and enduring priorities: Educate and Train, Force
Modernization Proponency, Establish Modern Facilities, and Drive Change.
The Army is providing significant investment in the CCoE with the expectation that we will continue to
provide the very best trained Cyberspace and EW operators and continue to modernize Cyberspace and
EW capabilities to face an ever evolving threat. Because of our talented teammates, I am fully confident
we will deliver critical capabilities for our Nation and our Army.
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INTRODUCTION

Overview
The U.S. Army published execute order (EXORD) 057-14 in January 2014, directing the Signal Center of
Excellence to transition to the Cyber Center of Excellence, while maintaining the mission to educate,
train, and develop capabilities for the signal force, and establishing the essential foundations enabling
execution of cyberspace operations and EW responsibilities as the Army’s proponent. Forming the
foundation of the CCoE’s Initial Operational Capability (IOC) is the establishment of the U.S. Army Cyber
School, a new Cyber Branch, and capabilities management offices for cyber and EW; a complete
reorganization of the Center’s workforce to broaden its capacity including not only Signal, but also Cyber
and EW; and a resourcing strategy of over $900 million dollars that will secure a new and modern
campus. The CCoE must maintain momentum and build capacity in the Headquarters and the Cyber
School, while rebuilding capacity in the Signal School to set conditions for Full Operational Capability
(FOC). The CCoE will take the critical steps to strengthen the Army’s future force – a force that is critical
to achieving overmatch, creating windows of advantage in the cyberspace domain and EMS, and
winning current and future battles.

Purpose & Scope
This strategy provides a framework that shifts the CCoE’s strategic focus from establishing the
foundation to building capacity for mission execution and functional responsibilities. In addition to
providing a roadmap for building capacity within the organization, the strategy defines the CCoE’s vision,
mission, lines of effort, enduring priorities, and major objectives to deliver the Army an agile, adaptive,
and skilled Cyberspace and EW workforce. The strategy drives innovative concepts, doctrine, force
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structure, education, training, and capabilities for the Army and the Joint force. It guides the CCoE
workforce, aligns to TRADOC core functions and Army strategies, and integrates across Doctrine,
Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, Facilities, and Policy (DOTMLPFP) development. This 10-year strategy charts the CCoE’s course to fiscal year (FY) 2028, and
synchronizes with the completion of the campus modernization project. The near-term period
encompasses the present through FY20, while the mid-term period is FY21 through FY28.

Operating Environment
Over recent decades, our Armed Forces have operated with uncontested superiority across all operating
domains – air, land, sea, space, and cyberspace. However, open international order and the reemergence of long-term, strategic competition between nations increases competition in all domains.
Adversaries seek to optimize their targeting of our battlefield networks and operational concepts, while
using other areas of opposition, such as information warfare, to achieve their ends.
The United States is a target for malicious cyber activity against personal, commercial, and government
infrastructure. New threats to commercial and military uses of space are emerging, while digital
connectivity across all aspects of personal life, business, government, and defense create significant
vulnerabilities. Much of the Army’s technological developments come from the commercial sector,
meaning that adversaries have access to them as well. Adversaries also threaten the security
environment with sophisticated capabilities, including advanced computing, big data analytics, and
artificial intelligence – the same technologies that ensure U.S. and coalition partner success on the
present and future battlefield. Our adversaries’ growing lethality across all domains challenges Joint
force capabilities to create overmatch.
“The Army currently benefits from an overmatch that enables a historically small number of Soldiers to
accomplish significant operations while minimizing casualties. This advantage has a shelf life; the
technologies that gave us the advantage today are increasingly available to state and non-state
adversaries at dramatically lower cost than even a decade ago. As that overmatch degrades, the risk
to Soldiers increases.” ---General Mark A. Milley, 39th Chief of Staff of the U.S. Army--The future operating environment will be lethal, competitive, and contested. As we recommit to
sustaining the U.S. Army’s tactical overmatch, the multi-domain operations framework provides
challenges to this lethal, competitive, and contested environment. It applies the principle of combined
arms to the new operating environment, while accounting for more capable adversaries competing
across all domains. Success for the way the Army fights under this new concept requires a combination
of organizational improvements, ground force modernization, and a commitment to total force
solutions. The Army’s modernization priorities, coined the Big 6+1, will shape the future. Although all
priorities will require CCoE involvement, it is essential that the CCoE, as the proponent, join in leading
the Army for Priority #4: an Army Network with hardware, software, and infrastructure; sufficiently
mobile and expeditionary; and used to fight cohesively in any environment with a denied or degraded
electromagnetic spectrum. To win in a competitive, contested, and complex environment, the Army
must operate openly and freely in the cyberspace domain and the EMS.
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The Workforce
The terminology presented throughout this strategy unifies the overall cyberspace workforce IAW DODD
8140.1 (Cyberspace Workforce Management). This serves to align, manage, and standardize cyberspace
work roles across the Services and acknowledges the cyberspace IT, cybersecurity, and cyberspace effects
workforce elements nest within the broader cyberspace workforce. The EW workforce is currently not
identified in the DOD directive and will stand adjacent to the cyberspace workforce through this strategy.

Assumptions
Several fundamental assumptions will likely impact both the execution and priorities defined across the
major objectives over the course of this strategy:
• The Cyberspace domain will continue to be dynamic and will impact how We educate, train, and
develop capability within the scope of the Strategic Plan.
• Upon the full establishment and operational capability of the Army Futures Command, the
Strategic Plan may require adjustments.
• The CCoE will assume proponency for additional information related capabilities (e.g.,
information operations) in the near-term, which will drive adjustments to the Strategic Plan.
• The CCoE assumes increasing responsibilities as a Joint force trainer in Cyberspace and EW.
• EW training will relocate to Fort Gordon from Fort Sill and fully integrate into the Cyber School
ensuring the EW workforce receives basic cyber foundational training.
• The CCoE will receive resources for campus build requirements with no significant military
construction (MCA) project shifts through FY28 completion.

Mission
Train and educate the world’s best Cyberspace and EW operators while developing DOTMLPF-P
solutions in order to conduct effective and integrated Cyberspace and EW activities supporting Unified
Land Operations.

Vision
Our Team is adaptive, skilled, and constantly innovating – We lead, We team, We produce only the best.

Enduring Priorities

The CCoE’s success in meeting the overarching objectives of this strategy and realizing the stated vision
depends on continued focus across four enduring priorities:
• Educate and Train – Change the way we train – “Educate the Network” for a foundation in
Cyberspace and EW operations – and continue to build capacity.
• Force Modernization Proponency (FMP) – Deliver operationally based concepts and capabilities
to the field faster.
• Establish Modern Facilities – Maintain momentum on facilities growth – avoid complacency.
• Drive Change – Continue transition and anchor on our change through transparency and
opportunity – make the routine – routine.
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Strategic Framework
The CCoE strategic framework leverages the ends – ways – means methodology. Figure 1 depicts three
prioritized lines of effort (LOEs) that guide the CCoE to the following strategic ends –
The Army’s center of excellence for Cyberspace and EW operations, resourced to full operational
capability, with a modernized campus, advanced education technologies, and a talented
organizational workforce, delivering agile, adaptive, and skilled cyberspace operators, while driving
innovative concepts, doctrine, force structure, and capabilities for the Army and Joint forces.
Twelve major objectives (ways), nesting across the DOTMLPF-P, drive the LOEs and lead the CCoE
workforce towards the desired states (conditions) and future goals. A well-planned and executed
resource strategy outlining near and mid-term tasks make possible the means necessary to achieve
these objectives. The bi-annually published CCoE Near-term Implementation Plan outlines the
supporting tasks in detail.

Figure 1. CCoE Strategic Plan Framework
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LOE 1: Deliver a Skilled Workforce
Goal: CCoE delivers the right workforce, with the right skills, to meet
emerging Army and Joint Cyberspace and EW requirements, and
adjusts as the threat evolves.
Desired State: Fully functional schools able to train Army forces required to

meet Cyberspace and EW missions and fulfilling branch proponent
responsibilities.

Major Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Develop Education & Training
Execute Training
Develop the Profession
Educate the Force

The Army’s December 2017 Multi-Domain Battle
Concept (described today as multi-domain
operations) describes how the United States and
partnered forces organize, practice, and employ
capabilities and methods across domains, environments, and functions over time and physical space.
Senior leaders also recognize new and evolutionary concepts as described in The Army Operating
Concept. It is therefore imperative that the Army create career-long learning programs developing agile,
adaptive, and innovative leaders who thrive in uncertainty and chaos. Leaders must be capable of
understanding, visualizing, describing, directing, leading, and assessing operations in complex
environments against adaptive enemies. As the Army’s Cyberspace and EW workforce proponent, the
CCoE will change how it educates, trains, develops, and delivers a skilled workforce embodying
characteristics that meet emerging Army and Joint cyberspace domain requirements. The Cyber School,
as the Cyber and EW branch proponent, will drive the integration of the Cyberspace Effects and EW
workforce toward the desired result of a single Cyber Branch.

Develop Education and Training
Develop new approaches to training to produce a multi-disciplined workforce with a common
foundational base: adaptive, agile, and capable of accomplishing any mission across the full spectrum
of Cyberspace and EW missions. The complexity of current and future operational environments place
tremendous cognitive demands on Army professionals. Soldiers require depth and comprehension of
knowledge and skills and must be able to think broadly, contextually, and critically. The workforce must
be capable of developing creative solutions to complex and ill-structured problems, and make decisions
with strategic, operational, and tactical implications. A full range of formal and informal training,
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education, and learning experiences, including instructional strategies and learning tactics achieves the
knowledge, skills, and attributes required of the future workforce.
The CCoE will take a comprehensive and integrated approach to curriculum development across all
Schools, blending aspects of both training and education, along with instructional design and delivery
approaches that will yield the desired degree of learning. The CCoE implements the Army Learning
Strategy to achieve the desired learning environment, learning leaders, and an assessment and
evaluation approach to continuously gauge the effectiveness of the learning system. The Signal and
Cyber Schools will work together to institute a strategy that provides every Soldier and leader,
regardless of specialty, a foundational education of the network and electromagnetic spectrum, and
establishes a common baseline of knowledge prior to branching off into designated specialty programs.
The result, a single common core fully integrated across both schools that ensures every leader and
Soldier receives the basic foundational education. Primarily a technology centric institution of learning,
the CCoE will continue to provide credentialing, certification, and licensing opportunities where
applicable across the curriculum. The future colocation of the CCoE and the U.S. Army Cyber Command
(ARCYBER) presents unique education and training advantages on Fort Gordon. The CCoE will leverage
this advantage and exploit the potential to develop Joint training programs to support educating Joint
forces holistically.

Execute Training
The Cyberspace and EW workforce learns across a distributed, multi-faceted education System –
available anytime, anywhere, and persistent across the Soldier’s career. The CCoE must constantly
explore new and effective approaches to execute and deliver training, and will build a ready,
professional, diverse, and integrated team of trusted professionals, providing qualified, inspirational
instructors who value giving back to their profession. To effectively develop these professionals, the
CCoE will:
• Establish a learning system across the Schools that includes quality learning content combined
with highly effective delivery strategies and tactics that expose learners (students and faculty) to
both well-structured tasks and less-structured problems.
• Scale new technologies or processes that include collaborative capabilities that allow for the
incorporation of collective tasks and social networks.
• Complement, not replace, other forms of formal learning. Be adaptable to unit collective
training and capable of distributing training beyond the classroom to provide learning
opportunities across multiple venues to maintain readiness in the operational force.
• Implement an educate, train-employ, train-employ cycle, built upon a foundation here at the
CCoE with a rapidly configurable, expandable, and realistic training network that provides a
student-centric, safe and secure platform to build and maintain skills and efficiency, promote
problem-solving proficiency, and encourage failure for purposes of learning.
• Assess and utilize mobile training, learning content on mobile devices, models and simulations,
and online courses incorporated into the learning system that supports persistent learning.
• Integrate common core education across schools and model operational procedures.
• Establish means to rapidly change lesson plans based on new threats or emerging TTP’s; and
POI’s based on necessity to adjust for resourcing.
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Develop the Profession
Develop Soldiers and leaders with the range and depth of experience necessary to meet tomorrow’s
demands. Key functions of the Cyber and Signal Schools are training, leader development, education,
and personnel management as Army branch proponents. The CCoE and Cyber School have made
remarkable progress in establishing the cyber branch for the Army, while assuming proponent
responsibilities for the EW career management field and integrating it into the cyber branch. Likewise,
the CCoE and the Signal School have taken on a major initiative to reshape the regiment to address
challenges with network convergence, emerging technologies, force modernization and changing
landscapes. The convergence of MOSs and Signal End-to-End are just some of the initiatives undertaken
to streamline the workforce and create efficiencies and increase the effectiveness of individual Soldiers,
leaders and the unit overall.
The CCoE will mature the Cyberspace and EW workforce proficiency starting with refined branch
proponent training strategies. The CCoE will seek ways to optimize Soldier performance by recognizing
and cultivating unique talents, while leveraging the tenets and framework outlined in the Army’s Talent
Management Strategy to acquire, develop, employ, and retain the best Soldier and civilian workforce
capable of meeting the Army’s future demands. The CCoE will also refine broadening opportunities to
include advanced civil schooling, training with industry, strategic broadening seminars, and fellowships.
The CCoE must continue to create innovative solutions toward attracting, recruiting, and accessing a
talented workforce with commitment and the desire to learn the specialized roles required to meet the
Army and Joint forces challenges. The CCoE will find ways to extend beyond effective career field
management practices and lead efforts to identify and implement innovative retention techniques with
incentives to retain a highly skilled and talented workforce.

Educate the Force
Leaders at all levels and disciplines possess a foundational understanding of Cyberspace and EW
capabilities, policy, and how to integrate their effects into Army operations. In a resource and time
constrained institutional environment, it is challenging to afford opportunities to educate the force with
a fundamental understanding of cyberspace and EW operations and their employment. To fight and win
in unified land operations, Commanders must understand their roles and responsibilities for network
operations and management along with integrating cyberspace electromagnetic activities (CEMA) and
their effects on Army operations.
The CCoE will exploit new opportunities to develop leaders who are proficient in cyberspace and use of
the EMS. Partnering with ARCYBER and the Army Cyber Institute (ACI), the CCoE will seek to develop
improved technical and cyberspace curriculum and products to educate future leaders on
responsibilities and capabilities for executing CEMA, and determining how to best deliver those to the
force. The CCoE will integrate relevant cyberspace operations and EW training into leader development
programs, to include curriculum for Basic Officer Leader Courses, Captain’s Career Courses, Intermediate
Level Education, Warrant Officer Career College, Army War College, Mission Command Training
Program, and U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy. Finally, CCoE will leverage Joint schools, training
with industry, and academia as appropriate for training and educating both military and civilian leaders.
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LOE 2: Determine and Drive Integrated Capabilities
Goal: A future force designed and integrated across DOTMLPF-P to
meet future global cyberspace domain and EMS requirements with
end-to-end capabilities supporting unified land operations.
Desired State: The Army’s principal organization for future Cyberspace and
EW innovation providing capability through concepts, design, and
experimentation across DOTMLPF-P while ensuring full integration of SIGINT,
Information Operations, Fires, and other information related capabilities.

Major Objectives:
•
•
•
•

Develop Concepts and Doctrine
Conduct Experimentation
Determine Capabilities
Develop Force Structure

The Army’s modernization priorities memorandum, released
in October 2017, describes one simple focus: “make Soldiers
and units more lethal.” The CCoE, as the Army’s proponent
for all force modernization requirements and activities
related to Cyberspace and EW, bears tremendous
responsibility in maintaining the Army’s competitive
advantage to include near-peer adversaries. Multi-domain
operations, acquisition reform, Army Futures Command, the
Army’s Big 6 +1 force modernization priorities, and the
potential for information to be recognized as a warfighting
function are just a few of the new ideas or initiatives that will impact the CCoE’s responsibilities and
functions as a force modernization proponent. AR 5-22 (The Army Force Modernization Proponent
System), published 28 October 2015, appoints the CCoE as the proponent for determining DOTMLPF-P
requirements and capabilities for Cyberspace and EW capabilities. To shape the Army with a future
force designed and to meet global cyberspace domain requirements, the CCoE will take a holistic and
standards-based approach to develop force structure, determine capabilities, develop concepts and
doctrine, and conduct experimentation.

Develop Concepts and Doctrine
The Army’s leader for Cyberspace and EW innovation – driving future concepts and generating
relevant doctrine. Army concepts shape Army requirements. The Multi-Domain Operations Concept
provides both a framework and an approach for meeting the demands of a lethal, competitive, and
contested operating environment anticipating new technologies and methods to apply them for both
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adversaries and friendly forces. The CCoE will implement a renewed focus on the development of
Cyberspace and EW concepts that shape future requirements for multi-domain operations as part of the
Campaign of Learning Warfighting Challenge #7: Conduct Space, Cyberspace, EW, and Communications
Operations. These concepts must address how the Army will assure access to and integrity of critical
data and information, across multiple domains, in an increasingly contested and congested operational
environment, while simultaneously denying the same to the enemy. The CCoE published the Army’s
first cyber doctrine (FM 3-12) in April 2017 and now focuses on the development and publication of
supporting Army techniques manuals (ATP) at both the classified and unclassified levels. Additionally,
current efforts to update signal and cyber doctrine will align both with FM 3-0 while addressing multidomain operations. The CCoE anticipates future oversight and proponency for additional information
related capabilities such as information operations, and will begin to shape requirements and doctrine
for the employment of the new capabilities in Army and joint operations.

Conduct Experimentation that Leads to Accelerated “Delivery.”
The Army’s premier Cyber Battle Lab is supporting key Army decisions through comprehensive and
integrated experimentation. The approved CCoE Initial Operating Capability Concept Plan guided the
transformation of the Signal Experimentation Division into a TRADOC designated Cyber Battle Lab. The
Battle Lab’s mission is to conduct live prototype and future concept experimentation in support of Army
and Joint concepts while operating at Technology Readiness Level 6/7 (prototyping in a relevant and
operational environment and higher). The CCoE established Cyber Quest, an annual, world-class, Army
led prototype assessment conducted through the Cyber Battle Lab in an operationally relevant
environment with government, industry, and academic partners, working together to identify innovative
intelligence, signal, cyber, and EW technologies. The CCoE will continue to leverage Cyber Quest with a
focus on validating Cyberspace and EW requirements in support of multi-domain operations and adjust
based on experimentation in the field. The CCoE will continue to support TRADOC’s Campaign of
Learning through increased consistent concept and prototype experimentation to inform Army key
decisions on the
development and
integration of
Cyberspace and EW
capabilities. The CCoE
will exploit opportunities
to build the Cyber Battle
Lab’s capacity with both
classified
experimentation
facilities and the right
expertise and partnerships to meet future CCoE growth in proponency and to keep pace with Army
acquisition reform and rapid capabilities development.
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Determine Capabilities
Cyberspace and EW capabilities are rapidly developed, streamlined to the force, and fully aligned to
Army modernization priorities. The delivery of modern, critical capabilities to Soldiers and combat
formations in a timely manner challenges the Army today. The Army Modernization Priorities
memorandum describes a modernization system built around an industrial age model. Stove-piped and
staff centric processes further inhibits the existing system. The Army addressed these challenges in the
September 2017 publication of Army Directive 2017-22, directing implementation of new acquisition
reform initiatives.
The CCoE is leveraging opportunities under these new initiatives to streamline the capabilities process
and deliver capability to the force faster. The CCoE will leverage equities with the emerging Army
Futures Command, while directly supporting newly formed Army Cross-Functional Teams in developing
capabilities for future network modernization and other Big 6+1 force modernization priorities. The
CCoE will continue proponent oversight for Cyberspace and EW capabilities development and ensure
integration with other information related capabilities such as information operations, military
deception, and operations security.

Develop Force Structure
The Army and Joint forces deploy the optimum tactical force to execute effective Cyberspace and EW
support to unified land operations. Over recent years, the Joint forces have built strategic-level cyber
capabilities, primarily by establishing the cyber mission force, to meet the Joint force’s requirements in
the cyberspace domain. Concurrently, the Army has gradually taken steps to create service retained
capabilities down to the tactical level. The establishment of the cyber branch, publication of the Army’s
first cyber doctrine, integration of the EW workforce into the Cyber Corps, and continued analysis and
lessons learned from the CEMA Support to Corps and Below pilot program have shaped conditions to
best inform the optimum force structure development at the tactical level.
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With the conditions set, the CCoE will maintain momentum in the development of integrated
capabilities and force structure and determine ways to streamline implementation in the force. The end
result delivers a synergistic network of Cyberspace and EW forces that work cooperatively to support
the commander across echelons by delivering CEMA effects into multi-domain operations. The CCoE will
continue to conduct experimentation and demonstrations to validate tactics, techniques, procedures
(TTP’s) and the effectiveness of integrated formations and future force structure.
The Expeditionary Signal Battalion – Enhanced (ESB-E) is the first JCSE-like capability demonstration
converted from an ESB. Assessment of FY19 training events will validate the viability of employing
scalable network support teams through all phases of the operation while improving mobility and
survivability against a peer threat, and will inform future conversions.
The Multi-domain Taskforce Intelligence, Cyberspace, Electronic Warfare, Space, and Signal (ICEWS)
Detachment is a recent example that demonstrates the advantages of the experimentation and
demonstration approach. Lessons learned from this prototype (both in the Pacific and Europe) will
inform organization, training, equipping, and the emerging Multi-domain Operations Concept.
EW Platoons, a current growth priority in the FY21-23 Total Army Analysis, are the unit of action of the
Army EW workforce within the maneuver force. The CCoE will drive future demonstrations to validate
the EW Platoon’s effectiveness for conducting EW support (ES) through organic sensor capability;
denying enemy information operations through electronic attack (EA); and enabling cyberspace
operations through close access attacks.
The CCoE will continue to partner with ARCYBER, U.S. Forces Command (FORSCOM), TRADOC CoE’s and
other acquisition teammates to enable commanders with the right organic force structure, capabilities,
and training to integrate Cyberspace and EW capability into the future force.
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LOE 3: Transform the Cyber Center of Excellence
Goal: A center of excellence transformed into an adaptive and
innovative learning organization that drives change across the Army.
Desired State: A center of excellence fully capable of executing mission
command of the CCoE, Cyber School, and Signal School.

Major Objectives:

• Modernize the Campus
• Create Capacity
• Enhance Organizational
Readiness
• Shape Partnerships
The evolution of cyberspace and EMS
threats drove the Department of
Defense (DOD) and the Army to invest in the rapid development of Cyberspace and EW capabilities over
the past decade. Significant to these investments was the immediate transformation of the Signal
Center of Excellence to a modern, integrated CCoE. Since its activation in 2014, the CCoE quickly
achieved IOC. Today the CCoE educates, trains, and develops the Army’s Cyberspace and EW workforce
and leaders. The CCoE will build on recent accomplishments to achieve the Army’s stated conditions to
reach FOC:
•
•
•
•

The CCoE headquarters is capable of executing mission command of the CCoE, Cyber and Signal
Schools.
The CG, CCoE is the single commander for cyber, signal and EW FMP with all cyber and EW FMP
personnel assigned to the CCoE and all cyber and EW FMP authorizations are moved to the
CCoE.
The Cyber and Signal Schools are able to fully function as branch proponents for Cyber and
Signal Branches IAW Army Regulation (AR) 5-22.
The Cyber and Signal Schools are fully functional and able to train the Army’s Soldiers and
civilians required to meet Army Cyberspace, EW, and Signal mission requirements.

The CCoE will accomplish these ends by ways of optimizing the campus throughout the scheduled
campus modernization project, building capacity across schools, enhancing then sustaining the overall
readiness posture of the organization, and shaping partnerships both locally and across the growing
Cyberspace and EW communities of interest.
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Modernize the Campus
Cyberspace and EW students train in a modern, technically advanced learning environment designed
to produce an agile and adaptive workforce. The existing campus infrastructure is not sufficient to
provide an adequate learning environment, support additional student load, or attract and maintain the
required student and faculty talent necessary to build the Army’s premier Cyberspace and EW
workforce. Construction is underway to build a campus that will provide the required capabilities and
learning environment. The ongoing campus construction will span a period of 10-years, presenting
opportunities and potential risks to current CCoE training execution and overall branch and force
modernization proponency functions. However, future benefits far exceed the risks and the CCoE will
deliberately plan and establish measures throughout the lengthy construction period to optimize
existing campus infrastructure to prevent unnecessary training distractors and failed mission
requirements.
The CCoE leadership will remain vigilant in building the desired learning environment prescribed in the
initial campus vision. Brick and mortar construction alone will not satisfy requirements for a
modernized campus. The heart of this new campus is a fully converged and secure network that
provides shared cyberspace domain situational understanding, high synergy collaboration, and effective
learning. The campus will provide faculty a means to integrate with the growing Fort Gordon
operational community to incorporate current, real-world Joint cyberspace operations into new
programs of instruction that enhance the education and learning experience for Cyberspace and EW
students. A modernized campus requires modern network and IT infrastructure, classrooms,
laboratories, and workspaces equipped with the latest technologies designed to enhance learning and
workforce performance. The CCoE must not become complacent in achieving the desired campus at
construction end state.

Create Capacity
Fully capable learning institutions functioning at peak capacity while producing and continuously
developing a premier Cyberspace and EW workforce for the Army and Joint forces. The Army has
placed increasingly high demands on the CCoE to address challenges of a complex and contested
operating environment, regain competitive advantages with technology, and reduce vulnerabilities
across its battlefield systems. The CCoE has answered those demands by establishing the increased
capacity to train and deliver a Cyberspace and EW workforce while launching initiatives to reshape the
Signal force to effectively operate, maintain, and secure a modernized Army network that meets the
“Fight Tonight” and future requirements of the Warfighter.
The CCoE will continue to build capacity in the Cyber School while rebuilding capacity in the Signal
School. This begins with the implementation of the university model described in TRADOC’s 2015
publication of the Strategic Business Plan for the Army University. The model provides a common
foundation across the schools to recruit the best faculty, develop common curriculum, and create
processes that adapt programs of instruction to the dynamic changes in the Cyberspace and EW
environments. The Cyber School will increase training capacity provide for the growth of the EW
workforce, Guard and Reserve components, while shaping conditions to train sister services (on order).
The Signal School will rebuild capacity to train newly developed curriculums designed around converged
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signal military occupational specialties (MOS) while developing innovative and efficient approaches to
quickly retrain the signal population currently in the force upon MOS transition.

Enhance Organizational Readiness
An effective organization operating efficiently with a talented workforce under optimum practices and
processes. The CCoE has experienced significant change since the publication of HQDA EXORD 057-14,
directing the transition to the Cyber Center of Excellence. Since then, the CCoE has achieved a state of
IOC and continues to work toward prescribed conditions to reach FOC. The recent implementation of
the CCoE Concept Plan Version 2.0 better enables the CCoE to function as a dual-school center of
excellence. The CCoE now applies best business practices to institute routine processes that increase
situational understanding, promote integration of efforts, and enhance mission command. Efforts are
underway for a human capital strategy. Innovative policies and practices drive the strategy designed to
enable the workforce to achieve mission requirements, improve accessions, and develop, retain and
manage a diverse workforce. The CCoE’s goal is to attract the right person, in the right place, at the
right time, while investing in an engaged and committed workforce built on trust, transparency,
accountability, and relationships. The CCoE will improve situational awareness through business
analytics enabling data-driven, transparent, and timely decisions across the organization.

Establish Partnerships
A leader in Cyberspace and EW communities, building synergy through innovation to advance ideas.
Dominance in the cyberspace domain and within the EMS demands coordinated and complimentary
activities across various Army, Joint, industry, and academic communities. The CCoE, ARCYBER, Army
Cyber Institute, and the HQDA G 3/5/7 – Cyber Directorate (DAMO-CY) achieve extraordinary successes
together in rapidly building capability across the Army and the Joint forces. These successes are a result
of the strong partnerships across these communities of interest.
The CCoE will continue to team with the Army’s key enabling organizations and commands including the
Office of the Army Chief Information Officer/G6, Forces Command, Network Enterprise Technology
Command, Communications and Electronics Command, Space and Missile Defense Command, as well
as, the Intelligence, Mission Command, and other TRADOC centers of excellence to forge innovation and
advance new ideas. The CCoE must lead the Cyberspace and EW communities of interest. The pending
relocation of ARCYBER headquarters to Fort Gordon is already increasing focus on the greater Augusta,
GA area. The CCoE will continue to shape partnerships with local and regional government, industry,
and academia to grow the community of interest around the symbiotic relationship of the collocated
institutional and operational arms of the Army’s cyber nucleus.
The CCoE supports industry partnering through venues such as TECHNET Augusta and Technology Day as well
as academia through other venues such as the Cyber, Education, Training and Research Symposium (CERTS)
and by having some of our brightest leaders train with industry (TWI). The CCoE will shape other venues such
as Cyber Quest, Defense Innovation Unit - Experimental, and sponsor various innovation and industry days to
create new partnering opportunities. The CCoE will forge new partnerships to build upon existing training with
industry and continuing education programs within the branches, while seeking opportunities to increase
accreditation, credentialing, and licensing in training curriculums that serve to enhance the university model.
Effective strategic communications will enhance consensus for current and future CCoE initiatives.
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CONCLUSION

Strategic Imperatives
The CCoE rapidly emerged as an Army critical enabler to modernize the force, regain technical
overmatch, and achieve dominance in the cyberspace domain. The CCoE will maintain momentum and
build capacity towards FOC, while satisfying the requirements of the Army and Joint forces. In order to
achieve the CCoE end state, The Army must:
•
•

Continue to provide timely and consistent resourcing for its primary institutional proponent for
the cyberspace domain and electromagnetic spectrum.
Invest wisely in the optimum force structure and capabilities required to achieve effects in
cyberspace and the electromagnetic spectrum in support of mission command and unified land
operations.

Summary
The CCoE Strategic Plan provides a simplified framework built on commonly understood core functions
across the CCoE. The plan documents the ways (major objectives) and means (resources) to guide the
CCoE’s most valuable and critical resource, the CCoE workforce, along a critical path to accomplish the
desired state (ends) realized in both the vision and mission extending in scope to 2028. This strategy
communicates requirements to the CCoE workforce while communicating CCoE priorities and actions to
the Army. With successful implementation of this plan, the CCoE will achieve its end state:

The Army’s center of excellence for Cyberspace and EW operations,
resourced to full operational capability, with a modernized campus,
advanced education technologies, and a talented organizational
workforce delivering agile, adaptive, and skilled cyberspace operators
while driving innovative concepts, doctrine, force structure, and
capabilities for the Army and Joint forces.
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